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Raei41 Differences' in the Evolution of

Zducational and Occupational Aspirations
\

Abstract

Natiotafty,repreientative longitudinal (Parnes et al, 1969) data on 2548 white'

men and 822 black men aged 15-24 in 1966 kere used to assess changei in aspira-

tiOns'and attainment between 1966 and 1971. Occupational as well as educational

level was cOnsidered. Changes in aspirations were.issed to indicate Which educa-
.

tional transitioni have the greatest impact upon careir plans., and it was

/assumed that any larger changes occurring among blacks would indicate settings

that .pose particular problems for blacks' career development. Predictions were

that asRirations would be .lowered when men failed to advance in educational

level ovet a one-year period and that they would increahe on the average when

men increased in educaLonal level over a one-year period. These predictions

were not bornf out;. there was little cNange and it occurred egt:ally fOr all

educational trdnsition groups. When the men were classified according to three

levels of ability'and three levels of socioeconomic status, the'.following was

observed. Low ability and low SES groups increased educational-aspirations

slightly over the five-year period. Averagi difference's between ihe SES.and
#1`

ability groups in aspiration and attainment.levels were all large and consistent,

they extsted among both youpger and older men in_both 1966 and 1971, and changes
A

in either aspirations or attainments tended to be smaller than the differences

among tthe ability and SES groups. Educational and occupational aspirations

were higher among blacks than among whites of the same SES snd ability level;

occupational attainments were slightly lower for blacks. Hawever, the pattern

, of SES and ability differences found among the.whites was replicated among the

blacks. The racial differences in aspirationsand particularly in.attainments--

were not large Compared to the differenqes found by SES and.ability. Because the
R
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largest differences in aspirations.and attainment appear to be assocpted with-

socia). class exam asured ability rather than with race per se and becauge pro-

portionatly more blacks than whites are found In the lower LES and ability

groups, the- majos conclusion is that class and not race per se may be the

major barrier in the future to the socioeconomic advancement of blacks

A

relative to whites. Ii also.appears that the large differences betwegn the
,

SES and ability groupsdevelop before men enter, high school. Future research

should ocus on.exactly what it is about early environments (and the social

reinforcements which may continue into adUlthood) that produces stich

large differences in aspirations and attainment by gs and measured ability

level.,

4
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People's

1 ,

Racial Differences in the Evolution of

Educational and'Occuoational Aspirations

ucational and occupational aspirations can be seen as'

products of th r Social environments.. Being products of those environ-
411.

ments, aspirations can be.used as barometers of the different environments

that blacks and Whitesiexperience.and as barometersof the changes in

those climates avei. time. 'First I will say a little bit about what I

think aspirations reflect and whit we might be able to learn fram them.
1'

Then I will describe'how I attempted to use them to identify settings

and proCesses that might hinder blacks in their.pursuitA more edu-
19

cation and better jobs. Finally, I will conclude by describing what I

think may.be the exclusionarY processes of paramount importance to

blacks in the coming decades. .

Scientists, politicians, and laymen all take aSpirktions seriously,

64ough they may disagree about what they mean. During the 1460's many

. .

people began to recognize the potentially explosive problem created

btcause some social groups y be effectively blocked from fulfilling

4

the American dream. A decade earlir a frequent question in socio-

log tesearch (e.g., Rodman, 1963; Kahl, 1953; Empey, 1956; Rosen,
/-

195 been to what extent do different social groups share common

.:values to what extent are they all able ta Meet common goals, tind what'

/
-,-negative consequences such as anomie or delinquency might be expected

fr6M either the differences in values or a gap between goals arid

4

attainments? In the lagt decade we have seen an increasing attention

among sociologists to the relation of aspirations and expectations

-to-educational'and occupational attainment. Take far example the work

of Sewell and Shah (1968a, 1968b) and of Kerckhoff (1974; Kerckhoff and

t.
Campbell, 19/7) which examines the role of peers, teacherso and lents

r



fin educational plans. Yet.other segments of adademe vocational-psy-
..,

,chaogists, in particular -- balk: as theiemajor contern understanding
P

the deVeIopment an'd implementation of aspirations for difftrent fields'

of wor).

.0
But ihat do aspirations really reflect? Like any atti de .item,

we are 'not.really sure wha.i the mean and arguments about whether or not
4

they reilect what people would really do given a chance, whether thei

are purely fancifui, and so on; illustrate this problem. These arguments

and confusions arise because alapirations have at least two distigct com-

ponents, bath of *itch may yeti systematiCally across individuals'and

over time. These two components are the desirability of diffetent

outcomes en;d an assessment of the probability that eath of those out-
.

cgmes can be obeained with some reasonable efforte Take occupationa, ,

for example. We can examine a person's gamirations as,if he had made

two asseimments: (1) how much he wouldlike each of the occupations,

rankingthem.actording to more and lesg desirable or satisfying and

(2) his'assesoment of the probability that each-of-diem is within his

reach. The re:mining i'holce" of occupations could then be seen as

samwcompromise between desirability and probability of occurrence.

the person ages and gets more experience we might expect the

reality (the probability) factor to become relatively more important

in affecting stated choides (Kerckhoff:)1974, 1977; Gottfredgon, in

press). ,
Thus, when we use aspirations as a barometer of social con-

,

te'°

-ditions, we are measuring to same-extent the effects'of enViromments

on both what peogle would like to doeand what they think theythink

they actually can do. Any question which focuses a person's attention

on the probability bf actually getting his preferred.choice, will result



in choices that look more "realistic" -- hence the commonly founa dif-

ferences When individuals are queStioned about their-expectations,and

II

plans rather than about their aspir tions.

/It is clear, however, thai wh timer we are Measuring with aspir-

ations and no matter how unrealistic we think they mkty be sometimes,

we are measuring something that is intimately related to what people

-,'do eventually obtain (cf. Kerckhoff, 1974; Sewell and Shah,, 1968a).

In short', aspirations say.something.about the person's Perception of

self or of his environment that forecasts his fate quite well.

imo

I began this research with several assumptions, one being that

young people hold somewhat unrealistic educational and occuPational

aspirations (i.e., that:aspiratios reflect primarily the desirability

of dilerent options). But as youngsters age they begin'to face or ,

perceive more obstacles, they are better able to assess their oppOrtun-

ities, and.therefore their aspirationt; become more "realistic." Thul,

as youngsters age, their aspirations become increasingly sensitive

barometers of the opportunities they perceiv6 for themselves. If we,

farther assume that the deiirability of occupations is fairly constant,

after ihe elementary school years (and ihere is striking agreement in

the ranking of occupations by all social groups which have ever been 0`

studiei), it then seems reasbnable to assume.that if aspirations

change -- either up or down -- over time, these changes refldct some

-

alteration in.people's assessments of their oppottunitids.

'The strategy.of this.research was therefore to thinkJof particUlar

transition points from,age 15 to '29 that might provide either positive

or negative reinforeeteent of aspigations. I was interested particular

in racial differences that might:occur at these transition points. Fore

gar
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. example, if a student is'not promoted in school.or if he drops out, does

his aspiratipri fall and does it fall more if he is blaCkf Do blacks

become inerea4agly discouraged,(oi.lesi encouraged) about their oppor-
r ,

.tunities compared to whites as they enter and proceed through college?

Also, when bladis change Ueii aspirations, do they adjust.them in ways

dte.g., towards different sorts pf occupations) differeat than,do 4hites?

.

3 6

The object was to dficern when and Where blacks might need reigforcement(

of their aspirations or the;provision of more opportunity in order to

4maintain their promotoft through ehe systems of education and work. The,

.-\ data used hpre can provide no direct evidence.abott what it is about

those settings Chat is important 'only that they might be especially

important for blacks.

Prevpus research has focussed on differences in aspirations
,

among

-age,'rate, social clasp, and ability groups. It has not examined changeg
;

in aspirations for the same people over time. This'reseirch examines

f

actual changes'among men aged 15 to 24 in 1966 and explores the following

questions.

(1) HOw much change

(2) Ari the changes

experiences?

in aspirations is there over a five-year period?.

associated with educational and occupational

(3) Are the changes velated to social-backgiound?

(4). Are.the changes different foi blacks than for whites?

11,

ipP
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Method

. Data
b

I.

S

Data on a nation4ly representative sample of men aged 14 to 24 in

1966 were obtained from the National Longitudinal Survey of the Labor

Marketdxperience of' Young Man (Parnes et a1,19691. The men were inter:-

viewed every year for over five years, and the surve7s provide extensive

data on the educational and occupational aspirations and experiences

each of those years.- The men were not surveyed during the.years they were

in military service. This study,Jitses ta from the survey years 1966 and

1971. Analyses are based oti data from g,s48 white men and 822 black men,,

though the sample size varies forthe different analyses performed because

ability data weri: not available for approximately one third of the men:

Aspirations. Aspirations were obtained by the following two questiOfis.

Raw much edication wi;Uld you like to get? What land of work would you liki

to be doing when you are 30 years old? Educational aspirations are expressed

as years of education and occupational aspirations.in.terms of puncan $E1
.fr

scores (Duncan, 1961).-

Attainment. Educational attainment is measured as the number of

years complete4, and occupational attainment its the Duncan SEI score of

the, last job held. Thus occupational attainment does not necessarily

refer to the current year if the man was either unemployed or out of the

labor force.

tES background. SES background was measured by father's occupatiOnal

staiiis when the respondent was 14 years old. Men were then classified into

three groups according to,their father's status: low (Duncan SEI scores

of 14 or below), moderate (15-29), and high (30 and above). It should

.
9



be noted that these'divisions were made on the basis of sample size and

many of the occupations classified.here as high in status-are not neoessariV

yridely copsidered highly dairable. The low SES fathers include primarily

laborers and some operatives and service workers; the moderate SES fathers

include most operatives and perhaps half of the craftsmen; the high SES

fathers include the rest of the craftsmen and almost all the sales and

clerical workers, profesdionals.

. 'Ability. Ability test-scores from high school were ava'A&ble for .

many of the men.

analyseti(reported

of ability. Once

The scores were transformed into staning, and for the

here, men were further grouped into three broad levels

again, ihe groups were created wiEh;sample sizes in.mind

so the high ability group actually corresponds roughly to IQ levels' of

,100 and above and.therefore includes all men "above avezage." No infer-
.

..,

1

1

\\

ences are made about whether these scores reflect native ability.' They
N

could at the very least, howitver, be considered measures of reading level.

ARe cohoft. two age groupp are examined separately in all the

analyses: men aged 15-18 in 1966 and men r9-24 in 1966. In 1971 these

two groups of men were aged 20-23 and 24-29, respectively. ;The yoangest

age group includes primarily men of high school age)r.fn 1966, and the latter

group includes primarily men of post-high ichool age in196.6. It is

important to keep in mind that these men have been exposed to different

events and have experienced the same events at different stages in their

lives because they were born in different years. The older group was born

in the years 1941 to 1947, amp were age 18 (an age when many were leaving

higTschool) in the years 1960 to 1965, and they are now aged 32 to 37.

The yoUnger men were born between 1948.and 1954 were age 18 in the yeais

196 to 1969, andare now aged 28 to 31. In summary, the oldest group could
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be characterized as men born during the second world war, who were
s

probably leaving high school during the early years Of the civil rights ,

movement,Jand who are now in.their mid-thirties. The younger men are

baby boo, babies who experienced the later years of the civil rights

movement while still in school, and who are now in their late twenties.

When çomparing results of this study with those of,others,.it is

<-
important to remember that these men were born later than men in most other

widely used national surveys of young men. For example, lte youngest men

GV

,inpluded in the first Occupational Changes in a Generation survey(Blau

and Duncan, 1967) were 25 to 34 in 1962 and were born ih 1937, five.years

before the oldest men exemine'd in this study. The second OCG survey

(Featherman and Hauser, 1976) includes prilmarily men who were tjtrn earlier thah.ii
those included here, tholgh there is some overlap. The men studied in

the National Longitudinal Survey of 1972 high school seniors (Thomas,

Alexander, and EckUnd; 1910.), on.the other hand, are generally younger

,

than those included here. .

Analyses

All analySes presented here were performa'separately for blacks

and whites and for the two age cohorts. In .several analyse; the men were

also classified according to three levels of SES backiround and three

levels of ability.. AspiratiOns 'and attainme4s 142'1971 as well as 1966'

are examined, thereby providing evidence about changes occurring over a

five year period in early career.

Two limitations should be noted. First, the sample sizes vary.

according to the analysis Considered because more data were missing for,

occupatSonal status, ability, ahd SES background than for educational'
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aspiiations and atainments.7herefore the different analyses do nol deal

with exactly the saMe groups of men. Second, the nuMber of blacks in

some of the analysas.is quite small.

Results

The first table provides some indication-of the amount of chsnge in

both edudational aspirations and attainment that occurred betteen 1966 and-

1971 for men in the samp1e. Table 1 shows the.percentage of men in.the

different race-age groups who aspired to and who had.actually.,obtainea

different educational levels -- 12,years of education, 14 years 'and so

0117'--. in the, two years. The table shows several things which would be

expected: younger cohorts oi men have higher'aspirations than do older

ones and actunLattainments increase over the five year period. the .

first finding is to be expected becSuie of rising secular trends in the'

. level of education (Hauser and Featherman, 19,6) and the latter because

the men aretstill young and,pursuing their education. Other findings were

not so predictable.

"140
a

Insert Table 1 About Here

at

First, all groups of men ralsed their aspirations over the five

years. This too may reflect the secular- er4ndsiin edncatio9a1 levels,

but it could a2so partly reflect a deVelopMental process wherebi the more

education a person gets, ihe higher he sets his. goals. It could also

reflect an upsurge in interest in education coinciding with the tremendous .

expansion of higher education in the 1960's.

te.

TAe more interesting comparisons involve race, particulaily the older

. r
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black men. The;percentage Of order black men aspir#Ig in 1966 .to '11 or

fewer years bf educag(onis overWhelming -- abet 43% Said they.tanted this
. ,

1
.

4

' little education. In the bther_poups, at most only 167. said' they want

. this low level of schbbling, and'in 1971 the younger' blacks have alreadi
.

. r

achievea more than the older blacks-said ghpy eie:l.wantsd in 1966. -.BY
,

1971,:however, these older black men have changed their aspirtitions con-
. .

siderably,aad-look much more like the- younger blackstin their avirations.

However,.theik actual ittainmentW have hardly changed at 'all. More than
:4474*

e
. 1MaX-still have fewer than,I1,years of educatiqh, .i.,,.:.

,.. Table 1'Q:reflects the secular trends in rising educational levela
.

%Ii.
.

0.:1:4:.

b 4 and the Tieing' aspira4ons may partly reflect .thiti: The 'systeni. bf, higher
! ...

.

'education expanded greatly'iiiring the_ 1960's and no doubt most People --'

'

:-
regardlesft of race -- sadhoth more opporxunities for education and akso

actually obtained it. One other historical,effect one which is pec iar
.

. '"--. .
. V

to blacks, however, also is suggested. Those blacks who were in sc ol
,

througholout most of the 1560'8 civil rights era -- the younger group

1eenk9pre strongly,affected or else affected Atli= earlier age by

the opening up of new opportunities for blacks (yr at,leastrby'the per.;
. 5 4 '

ception of them) than were tge older blacks who maghaye already been

locked into a pattern of lowIttainment. In short, the pattern, of aspir..

AtiOns and attainments athong the blacks over the five year ieriods seems

tdsuggest a change in xhe larger sodialemironment which had'an enormous

effest'on black perceptions and:pursu4 of opportunity -- although not all

_groups were able to benefit froi

Particular.educatiOnal experiences. What abdtat the effects of more partic-

ular settings that I suggested as potentially important sites of influence?

4
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.,1 will briefly mention but not presentthe results af rme analyses which
A

3.

looked for changes in aspikations associated with stropping out- versus

.advancing in schcool. 'If individuals lower their aspirations after discon-

tinuing their education, or if they raise them when exposed to new oppor-

.

tupities through advanceMent, or if there are racial differences in the
. .

changes, then my tables did not show,this.4i tead, they reflected greatti

Stabiliti-Over a one year period for all the educational transitions (or

non,transiiions) examined. No particular group seemed to lower or raise

its aspirations for education over the one year period.-. Aspirations for

Jobs did seem to decrease somewhat but they did so in the same mannerfor

all groups. Thus, while.not ruling out the imoortance of these transition

points, the resilts suggested looking elsewhere for fhe important influ-
.

enceb on educational and occupational aspiratiorib. In particular, they

suggested looking to social backgrpund.,

Social bAcI9trotia:--TifiBler2 and- 3 provide information'about .who holds

the highest aspirations and who changes their aspirations fost. Table 2

.shOws trepds over the five years in educational'aspirations and attainment

for men of different'ability levels. Table 3 shpws tomparable results for
0

ocCupational status. Resdlts mere also obtained for mew of different SES

levels within the different ability groupings and are shown in appendix

TableS'I through TV. Although attainmencs and aspirations in the different

sSES groups differ, they show the same trends by race.as do Tables 2 and 3,

so only the latter two tables will be discussed.

Mean years of education and 'mean occupational status.are shawn for

u

the 4kfferent groups bf.men. The tables replicate findings from previous

studies. First, aspirations amdtg blacks are highef than among comparable
,

1)



InSert Tables 2 and 3 About Here

I R
O

whites. Not all stgdiee find higher as irations for blacks, but most do
,

(Gottfredson, 1978; Cosby, 1971; Kuvlesky, Wright, apd Juarez, 1971).

Second, there are big differences,in aspirations for.men from diffeient

.

ability and SES levels. .This-is also well docuMented (e,g., Sewell and

Shah,.1968a, 1968b). Third, Ictuar attainments do not differ much by rade

for men with cbmparable backgrounds. Research on.older cohorts of men.

I
(e.g., Blau and Duncan, 1967) find larger apparent racial differences'in

$

attainment procetses, but studies of more recent cohorts'(e.g., Hogan and ...'

Featherman, 1977) sugges that black (at least Northern blaekNAttainment

processew e become quite similar to those of whites.

The tables show other interesting results-though. Looking at the

results for educational aspirations and attainment shoWn in Table 2, it

is apparent that it is the least advantaged men -- low abaft*: whites and

low and moderate ability blacks -- who changed their educational aspir-

atiOns most. They increased their aspirations on the average by half a

year to more than a whole year, these increases.perhaps reflecting a rising

floor on what is considered an acceptable minimum level of education.,

The more advantaged groups did not change their aspirations at all on the
s 4

average. Individual men in 'the more advantaged groups no doUbt changed'

their asPirattans -- some 'up and some down -- but as a group they seem to

reflect a steady environment. Returning again to the changes that were

found across the five years, however, they do not appear large compared

to initial differences between the groups whi-ch existed in 1966. In

general,'it appears that reinforcements received by men during the five

:years tended to change the aspirations of less advantaged groups to some

.VI
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exient, but they were largely consistent with differences in reinforcements

which the different SES-ability groups receivecrin,g_arlier environments.

This id true for both black's and whites;,

ftrthermore if one looks'at actual attainments, aspirations tend to
\

be higher than actual attainments by a fairly constant dmount vross all

It'is as if'all gratups had set their targets A little big% but

within a reatiOnahle distancb of what they thought possible to reach.

The gap between goals and attainment is somewhat hiilier for blacks than
4

for whites, largely because blacks set their.aspirations higher:. The

goals-attainment gal:, is between one and two leaps fore whites in all

ability groups but a bit higher.for blacks; It is also interesting to

note that the higher ability groups attain more by 1971 than,the lower

-ability men even 'aspired to in either year..

In summary, although alj. men appear to ,set higher aspirations for

themselves than they eventually fulfill, their aspirations nevertheless

strongly reflect differences in social position-that eventually reveal

themsellies4m differences in actual attainmentfas well. And'the races

differfid:their aspirations,ibut do not clearly differ in how social

background has differentiated them according.to eithevtspirations or

attainment.

The results for occupational Status in Table 3 are in many respects

the same as for education: 1;lacks have higher aspirations but do not

have clearly lower attainments holding background constant, this resulting

in a larger gap between'aspirations and attainment for blacks than for

r .

whites. In other respects, the results for occupation differ fron those '

elk

for education. Whereas educational aspirations were maintained or increased,

occupational as irt-lAons are lowered 'over the five year period for three of
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k

the four groups studied. The drop in aspirations is diuch the same regardless

of ability or race (excluding the older blacks). This drop occurred despite
, 4.

the fact that all groups of men increased their Occupational status over the

five year period.

Several explanations could account for the differences in results for:

educatiodal and bccupational aspirations -- the latter being lowered but

the lormer fot. By.the time men ate 15, they have had a decade of exper-

- ience in pchools and of reinforcement (positive or negative) for their

per n school. In contrast,,these men have had much less exper-

fence in the 1abo market and thus their occupational aspirations have

'been subjected to less reality testing than have their educational plans.

,

It is also true that it is easier to get more education than to get'a

.better job, persistence counting less and competitian more ffir occupational

advancement.than for eaucational advancement. Finally, the differing form

of the educational and occupational aspiration items could conceivably

account for the difference in trends. The occupation question, by asking

for aspiribions for age 30, may haveforced respondents to take reality

(i.e., the probability' o//getting any given job) into account more than -1

did the education.question which did not specify an age.

It is pot possible to say as much about cohort differences in level

1°91,f:occupational aspirations..as it was about cohort differences in educational

aspirations because g different proportion of the two age groups Are

represented in Table 3. (Fewer of fhe young than the older men have had

any job experience by 1966, aspirations were included only for those men

Who reported any job experiencep.and so a smaller proportion of the younger

men are included iri the Table.) Despite this limitation, difference?

between the younger and oldeil' blacks are large enough and consistent enough
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with tle 1 to Suggest a-clhort difference among the blacks. Only the

tow and moderate ability groups will be considered, because there are so

few cases tatthe high ability group, Oidireblacks do not lower their

.occupatinnaI aspiTions, in contrast to the Xhree other groups of men:
3

,

, These wek.e also-the men who raised their eduational aspirations most in

Tables 1 ihd 2. Looking At their attainments, though, they Axe not as fai

4dhead of the youngerblacks. in status as are,Older'wh)lie men Of younger

ones. They are also further behind whites of tfia same age than ale younger

blacks compared ti) Younger whites. "As was suggested earlier, this group

appears ta have had their aspirations strongly reinforced, but perhaps the

nei'opportUnities they might .have perceived were experienced too late.in

their occupational careers to do them much good.

Discussion

To summarize if 4e consider aspirations a.barometer.of social

environments -- a. ticularly in conjunction uAth actual attainments -- phe

. following canclus might be drawn about't he dffectis of different enviroir

, Isents.
a

(1) The cohort ifferences and the actual increases in educational

aspirations both sugges that secular changes in educational levels and

the expansion. of postsec dary schools in the 1960's have created,a greater,

sense of opportunity (or n essity) for obtaining more education.

(2) Although these ef cts have been registered in the aspirations

of both younger and particu rly -- for older blacks, they have to be

experienced early (before men aeffectively committed to their educational
S.

and occupational careers) to be tKaUslated into attainnents.

(3) The decreases in occupational aepirations over time for most

is
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groups suggests that men 15-29 meet Obstacles in the labor market which

cause them to reassess the probability that they will abhieve their earlier

ever, men who coulcqbe expected to meet the most obstacles -- for

example, men oflow ability -- have set their initial goals Jower.and so do

not.adjust their aspirations io a greater degree tlk.n do more advantaged4

men. Whatever the Consequ4ces of tecreasing 'aspirations, men from different

1 -

groups seem to share them equall

(4) Differences in aspirati and attainments are large and con-
,

gioups. They exist among thesistent across different SES and ai

youngest,as well as the oldest men examined ere, they exist in both years,

and changes in either'aspirktions or attainments

the initial differences.

o be smaller than

(5) Educational and occupational aspirations are fini eli higher

among blacks than among whites of fhe saMe SES and ability

pationar attainments may be only somewhat lower for blacks.

level, and occu-.

However, the.

pattern of SES and ability differences found among the whitesIs replicated

among the blacks. ,The races appear to share the same effects of SES and

ability distinctions:

11(6) The racial differences in aspirations and particularly in

attainments -- are not large compared to the differences found by SES and

ability. The cohort differences among the blacks suggest that this may

be a recent phenomenon'. The implication of this is explored further below.

In short, a picture emerges of a system of differentiation determined

strongly by SES and ability. Whatever the differences are in the environ-

ments people of different SES.and ability levels experience, they are

enormously influential. They either affedt the individual permanently

t early in life or else they p.cpvide very insistent reinforcement.from

.19
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garb? in.life. S secul.ar Outages in the general social-climate affect

\many or all groupi, although some groups may be more affe8ied than others.

For examae, the low ability groups raised their aspirations the.most during

the five-year period.atudied. Such widespread. changes do not appear to

appreciably alter the distance.between different SES groups, however. And

whateier general=process is responsible fin. the Lowering of occupational
,....-

asptratiOns from ages 15 tO 29, its effect is'smalL tnlmagnituicompared

the influences which shaped earlier aspirations and whith created enormous

differences between SES groups to begin with.

The coho t differences among the blacks suggest that specieic historical

events such as the civil rights-movement may have a more selective effect on

some social groups and therefore operate to decrease the distance between

some social groups.

Before I go any further, I should mention several conclusions that

feeders may be tempted to draw but which are not warranted on the 4asis of

my results. The first unwarranted conclusion is that because the most

important causes of educational and occupational handicaps may be experienced

early in life and that people are-born into'these environments, we should

focus exclusively on children or possibly there is nothing that can

tie done about it because we cannot change .their parents. The sec.ond

Ofwarranted conclusion'is that race per se is no longer a handicap.

Che tWn conclusions I want to draw are as follows. First, although
,

SES and ability are enormously important and although ,GITIR is by and large

born into them, it i0hot necessarily true dhat 'nothing.can be done about

it." The problem is that we do not know what to do about it. Social

background differences are differences in social environments, including

differences.in values, access to information, financial resources,

IP

a
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potential role models, job contacts., and much else. These are all things

which can conceivably be,altered.

Second, social background is becoming mort important compared to race

(cf. Wilson, 19713) in determining the fate of blacks. As.ractsm recedes,

social class differences loom large. If all blacks were suddenly to be
. 1

freated exactly tike whites 'of similar SES background and ability', most. 4

401v
kaoks woad still face enormous handicaps._ The last table presented here-- jr

Table 4--is a stark reminder of ehis. When classified by both SES add

ability, one-third of the whites are in the high-SES-high-ability group,and

only about 4 percent are in the low-ability-low-SES group. °It is exactly

the reverse for blacks. Even if we assume that most blacks are misclasiified

by ability level, there are still large diff ences in SES--and as the

Appendix tables show, SES also affects both asp rations and'attainments.

Insert Table 4 Abo4t Here

Racism is surely still a problem. But.the problem for us in the futere

is related to ability and SES. We had better learn exactly that it is about

these distinCtions that is important--it is probably much'mor than just

poverty--in order to decrease racial differences in the future. And

because basic changes in what we consider to be meritocratic might be

necessary in order to effect any significant.decrease in racial differelices

in attainment, we had better be prepared to make some very hard.choices in

the future.

I did not begin my research with this problem id mind and my data are

surely not fhe belt to support my conclusions. But the inescapable

message of these results is that important exclusionary pro-

cesses are often Telated to social Vass avell as race.

21
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Table 1

Percentages of.Men Aspiring to Different Levels of Education.and'of Men

Actually Attaining Different Levels in 1966 and 1971:

TWo Cohorts of Men hy'RaCe

rAge

in

Race 14166-

Years

of

education

% Aspiring to %4ttaining

each educationak each educational

level level.

1966

.

Whites 15-18 0-11 7.3

f/ - 25.9
13a --

.14 9.4

.
15a

.
--

, 16 36.9
17+ ,20.7

(N) .

19724 0-11 16.4

12 32.1
13 -
14 2.7
15 .

--

16 22.1

1)4- 27.0

(N)

Blacks 15-18. 0-11 15.7

. 12 37.7

13
,

14 8.8,

15 -.

16 30.2

17+ 7.7

(N)

19-24 0-11 434
12 32.3

13 _
14 1.1

15 _
16 12.9

17+ . 10.4

(N)

1971 1966 1971

,

5.2 73.1 14.6

. 270 21.2 37.4
_ 5.4 12.1

13.6 0.2 10.7
- - ,10.5

27.0 - 10.9

27.0 -- 3.6

(1244) (1243)

9.5 22.5 20.9

29.6 38.4 33.9
_ 11.3 7.3

10.0 8.8 6.1
- 7.2 5.1

25.0 7.4. 14.3

26.1 4.3 12.5

(1304) (1303)

12.5 è6.l 37.5

31.7 12.4 42.2
_ - 1.1 5.8

11.7 0.4 7.3
- -- 4.7

29:3 _ 2.4

14.8 - 0.2

(467) (467)

17.7 53.5 52.4

43.8 32.4 29.6
- 3.9 4.2

10.1 5.4 3.1.
- 2.3 1.7

15.4 1.7 6.5

12.9 0.8 2.6

(350) - (355)

aWhen educational aspira ions were coded, 13 and 15 yeacs were not used as

coding categories.
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Table 2

'Mean Yaars of Education Agipired to and Actually

Obtained in 1966 ind 1971 by TO° Cohorts

. of Man: &glace and Ability,Level
s

Age in
Race Ability 1966

Whites Low 15-18
19-24

Mod 15-14t
9 24

18

-24

Total 15-18
19-24

Blacks Law 15-18
19-24

Mod 15-18
19-24

High 15-18
19-24

Total 15-18
19-24

Years Desired Years Aftained

1966 1971 1966 1971

12.9 13.2 10,2 11.6

12.2 12.7 11.4a 11.6

14.3 14.3 10.8 12.6

13.9 14.1 12.4 12-.9

115.8 15.8 10.9, 14.0.

15.8 15.8 13.7 14.8

14.9 15.0 10.8 13.3

14.5 .14.7 12.9 13.6 '

13.5 14.0 10.3 11.8

12.2 13.4 11.4 11.5

14(5 15.3 10.4 12.6

13.8 14.5 12.3 12.9

16.3 16.4 11.1 13.8

16.2 15.9

i

13.6 14.4

14.1 14.7 10.4 12.3

13.2 13.4 12.0 12.3

21

(N)

(107)

(124)

(357)

(376)

(510)

(452)

(974)

(952)

(103)

(76)

(77)

(43)

(20)

(17)

(200)

(136)
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Table 3

22.

kean Octupdtional Status Aspired.to and'Actually1
'Obtained in 1966 and-1971 by ylop CObotts

. \?,

of Men: By. Rase and Ability. Leybi

.

_Rg.te Ability

14hitei. Low

Mod

Blacks

Total

Mod

Total

Age in
Status Desired Status Obtained

.

1966 1966 1971 ' 1966

15-18 39.6 35.7 17.0

19-24 . 39.7 35.5 23.5

15-18 49.9 47.6 19.1

19-24 51.0. 47.; 32.8

15-18
-19-24

63.4 60.2 a 22.7
64..6 61.3 41.6

15-18 55.5 52.6 20.7

19-24 56.1 52.5 35.8

15-18 45.6 41.0 14.5

19-24 40.0 40.2 19.7

15-18. 59.4 59.6 15.9

19-24 56.7 57.0 28.7

15-18 72.4 60.5 31.9

19-24 67.7 60.6 30.9

15-18 52.6 49.7 16.6

19-24 50.1. 4%2 24.6:

1971 (N)

22.1 (70)

30.4 (92)

32.3 (247)
41.0 (317)

40.1 (311)

58.9 (169)

35.0 (618)

48.2 (778)

20.7 (65)

26.9 (49)

30.0 (45)

34.3 (35)

52.3 (11)

48.2 (15)

27.0 (121)

32.8 (99)

al
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Table 4

Percentage of Men in Different SES
and Atility Groups: By Race and Age

Race Ability
'Age in
1966

113

TotalMod High

White Low 15-18 .3.1. 4.g 3.9 11.0
.19-24. 4.4

: CP

.4.0: 4..6 13.0, a'

Mod 15-18 6.9 12.2. 17.6 36.7
9-24 8.8 12.0 18.7 39.5

S.

15-18 6 12.5 ., 33.0 52.4
19...24 .0 9.9 30.6 47.5

Total 15-18 16r-9-- 28.7 54.5 (N 974)
19-24 2042 25.9 53.9 (N 952)

7

Black Low 15-la 30.0 18.0 3.5 52.0
19-24 26-.5 19.9 9.6 . 55.9

15-18 19.5 16.0 30 38..5
19-24 14.7 14.2 3.7 31.6

4,'A" -

15-18 4.5. 3.5 10.0
19-24 6.6 .

,2,o
..2.9 12.5

Total 15-18 54.0 36.0 10. (N.. 200)
19-24 47.8 36.0 16..2 # (N 136)



. . .Appptinx Table I

.s.
- Mean Years of Educatigkaltsire.d and years Actually

di-
,

Attained' in 1966 and in alp. .)o,By Race, SES, and Ability
_ 7.

.

MA Agefi 15-18 .

' a-,. 4 ,
ies

Ability SES

la Total 12.9

Aspirationf

1466,-- 1971

lo .12.7 1.

*to 12.0.hiv 13.2

mo , Total 14.3

19 .
ma 13.9
at 14-8

.

hi Total. 15,8

. lo 14.8
_
20 15.5.

a
16.1

Tam 14.9,
v

A

Attainment

1966 1971 .(N)

10.2
-. 40, .

12.6 . 10.2,
13.2' . 10.0

1 13.7 '.. i .10.3
.,,

., 14.3 . 10.8
.,

..13.5 .10..7,1'

.13.8 10.7 .

14:8 10.0t
15.8 ..40.9
14.8 r 10.7

. 15.5 , 10.7
16:2 .' 11:0
15.0 10.8 .

, Blaçlcs

, Total' 13.5 14.0 -10.3,
. lo 7,. 13.5 11',9 10-.3

mo 13.0 13.9 10.3
hi .- $ ...-#

. t - . ,.
mo 'otal 14.5 15.3 ,. 1'0.4

.

., . lo 14.2 14.8 10.2i

14.6 16.0:; .1,0.7,
. hi'

#1 . $ '
hi" Total . 16.3 16.4. .11.1

. ,

11.6
.11.6

(107)
(30)

11.5 (39).
11.8 . (38)

. /2.6 (357)

12.3 (67).
12.3 (119) :
12.9:, (171)'

14..0 (510) -,

'13:3 4. (67)
13.6 ' (122)
14.4.- (321)

13.3 (974)
A

- 11.8 . (103)

11.7 (60)
11.7 (36)
--

i (7)
12. .6 a (77)

.1 .';
12..6 (39)
3.2 (32).

(6)

13.8 (20)

lo _ ..._ __ __ (0.

.
, ,- -- (4)

. $ Tao ... .
.: hi .. -- J. -_

:
__ .-- (7)

TOTAL . 14.1 14.i Jf10.4 .17 12.3 ' , (200)
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Appendix Table /I -

Mean Years of Education Desired and Yeara Actually

Attained in 1966 and in 1971: Ey Rice, SES, and Ability.

Men Aged 19-24

Ability us

AIMIP=1'

-10

mo

o
mo
hi

hi Total

lo

. mo
hi

TOTAL

lo Total

lo
no
hi

no Total

lo
no
hi

hi Total

lo
no
hi

TOTAL

Whites

Aspiration Attainment

1966 1971 1966. 1971 (10

Total 12.2 12.7 11.4 11.6 (124)

11.5 12.0 11.0 11.1 (42)

12.0 12.7 11.2 11.4 (38)

13.1 13.2 11.9 12.2 (44)

13.9 14.1 12.4 12.9 (376)

13.3 13.3 12:3 12.5 (84)

13.3 13.8 12.0 12.4 (114)

14.5 14.6 12.8 13.4 (178)
,

15.8 15.8 13.7 14.8 (452)

15.3 15.5 13.4 14.3 (67)

15.2 15.1 13.0 14.1 (94)

16.0 16.1 14.0 15.1 (291)

14.5 14.7 12.9 13.6 (952)

'Blacks

12.2 13.4 11.4 w 11.5 (76)

11.8 13.0 . 11.2 11.2 (36)

12.0 13.4 .11.2 11.3 (27)

-- -- (13)

13.8 14.5 12.3 12.9 (43)'

13.4 14.8 12.0 12.7 (20)

14.4 13.9 12.5 13.0 (18)

-- __ __ ..._ (5)

16.2 15.9 13.6 14.4 (17)

,__ -- __ __ (9)
__ __ -... __ (4)

__ ... -- -- (4)

13.2 13.4 12.0 12.3 (136)
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Appendix Table III ft

a P

Mao Status of JOb Desired and Sttus of Job Actually

Attained in 1966 and 1971: By Race, SES, and Ability

lien Aged 15-18

Whites

Aspiration Attainment

Ability SES 1966 1971 1966 1971 (N)

lo Total 39.6 35.7 17.0 22.1 (70)

-
.10 29.9 31.7 1144 22.1 (22)

mo 43.5 35.2 16.8 19.2 .(24)

hi 44.5 39.8 18.7 25.0 (24)"
. , .

so Total 44.9 47.6 19.1 S2.3 (237)

lo 42.6 44.1 16.2 33.2 (46)

mo 46.1 44.1 .17.4 28.8 (7f)

hi 55.44, 51.4 21.4 34.2 (113)

hi Total 63.4 60.2 22.7 40.1 (311)

lo 49.3 45.6 14.0 25.7 (39)

mo 60.9 59.1 21.0 40.1 (77)

hi 67.2 63.5 25.1 43.0 (195)

TOTAL 55.5 52.6 20.7 35.1 (618)

Blacks

lo Total 5.6 41.0

lo

mo
43

.6
41.4
36.1

hi - -

mo Total 59.4 59.6

lo 51.1 50.7

mo 64.5. 67.7

hi - -

hi Total 72.4 60.5 0

lo -- --

mo .
- -

hi -- k....

52.6 49.7

14.5 20.7 (65)

15.8 19.7 (39).
12.9 21.6 (21)

...- __ (5)

15.9 30.0 (45)

12.4 23.7 (22)

19.6 35.8 (19)

-- _ (4)

31.9 52.3 (11)

-- __ (3)
- - (3)
MP Is .. mr (5)

16.6 27.0 (121)



AppendaTable IV

Mean Status of Job Desired and Status of Job Actually

Attained in 1966 and 1971: By Race, SES, and Ability

Men Aged 19-24

ites

Aspiration Attainment

Ability SES. 1966 071 1966 1971 (N)

tb Total 39.7 35.5 23.5 30.4 (92)

lo _ 35:3 24.8 22.4 24.1 t32)

37.1 17.5 21.1 33.4 (26)

i 45.9 44.0 26.2 33.9 (34)

mo Totil 51.0 47.2 32.8 41.0 (317)

lo . 37.9 36.0 27.5 31.7 (71)

mo 49.5 44.5 30.6 37.5 (93)

hi 57.9 54.0 36.5 47.4 (153)

hi Total 64.6 6.1.3 41.6 58.9 (369)
.

lo 56.1 57.1 38.3 52.0 (54)
,

mo 62.3 57.7. 32.8 51.9 (71)

hi 67.1 63.2 44.9 62.5 (244)

TOTAL 56.1 52.5 45.8 48.2 (778)
. ----./

Blacks

lo Total 40-.0 40.2 19.7 26.9 (49),

lo 36.8 36.1 18.7 26.6 (26)
mo 40.4 46.8 18.1 22.6 (14)
hi _- ..- - - _ - (9)

mo. Total 56.7 57.0 28.7 34.3 (35)

lo 57.6 51.0 22.2 31.8 (16)

mo 53.5 59.6 28.3 34.7 (14)

hi _- -mo "sae (5)

. hi Total 67.7 60.6 30.9 48.2 (15)

10 _- -. -- ..... (8)

iso
_- __ _ - - _ (4)

. hi _- -- _ - _ _ (3)

50.1 49.2 24.6 32.8 (99)
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